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1. Introduction
The main challenge of the reconstruction of Vokiečių
Street is to respectfully expose the multi-layered history
of this place, while creating a flexible modern space. To
achieve this goal, the project can be divided into four
themes:

1.1. Heritage
Given the complicated development of this area, it was
decided to pay more attention to the indication of the
historic parts of the city destroyed during the war. The
following principles were followed:
- Distinguish the contours of historic streets with a
single clear surface (using the existing street pavement).
- Highlight the boundaries of former buildings and
subtly mark the outlines of the foundations (the
location of the foundations could be adjusted by
archaeological excavations).
- Protect the existing historical layers by planting
new greenery only where there are no foundations of
historical buildings - concentrating them on the areas of
the former courtyards.

1.2. Priority for pedestrians
Pedestrians are the main focus of this project. The aim
is to minimize the space used for cars and to promote
pedestrian and bicycle transport in the central part of
the city.

1.3. Dense greenery
The current system of green spaces on Vokiečių Street
is inefficient: greenery blocks the natural movement of
pedestrians, the roots damage the heritage, the plants
are arranged chaotically.
This project proposes to concentrate greenery into small
but very dense plantations that would perform several
functions:
- Separate car movement and parking from the central
pedestrian alley;
- divide the long Vokiečių Street into a series of smaller
spaces that would be used for different activities;
- Indicate the historic courtyards of the quarters with
decorative greenery.

1.4. Universal space
Vokiečių Street is a spatially distinctive place in the Old
Town, with the potential to become the most versatile
public space in the city center.
The current structure of the street does not allow it to
reach its full potential due to the chaotic structure of
transport and green spaces. The project strives to take
advantage of this unique space in a way that makes it
as versatile as possible and easily adaptable to different
activities.
Reducing car infrastructure and reorganizing green
spaces provides a lot of open and flexible space.

A continuous pavement with small height differences
between different bicycle, car and pedestrian flows is
being designed on the street. The aim is to give the
impression that car drivers feel like they are driving
in a pedestrian zone, not the other way around. The
objective is to avoid conflict situations by separating
different transport flows.
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2. Historical of Vokiečių
street, Surfaces

2.1. Historical Context
Historical network of street and urban blocks was
damaged in World War II. The old urban structure was
ignored and never rebuilt again. The current street was
built during Stalin period.
Main spatial features of the old town that changed
during Soviet time:
-the links between Šv. Mikalojaus-Žydų and
Mėsinių-M. Antokolskio streets were cut. Links
between Vokiečių and Žydų and M.Antokolskio street
were blocked by a new building.

Model of the Great Synagogue of Vilnius

(https://madeinvilnius.lt/vilniaus-istorija/pristatomi-pasiulymai-kaip-iamzinti-vilniausdidziaja-sinagoga/)

-A large new modernist type courtyard with a
kindergarden was created (urban blocks that previously
formed Žydų and Antokolskio streets were not rebuilt).
-The Great Synagogue of Vilnius - a special cultural
building of the time - was destroyed.
- Vokiečių street was widened and turned into a
Boulevard.
Construction in Vokieciu Street, XX vid.
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2.2. Guidelines for the urban
development of the surrounding
territory
There is a lot of discussion on how to
develop the Vokiečių street and the
damaged urban fabric around it.
Given the complex development of the
surrounding area, the project does not
limit itself to the proposals within the
limits of the tender. It also provides
guidelines for the urban development in
the vicinity of the project.
-It is reccommended to follow the
guidelines of UNESCO and not to
reconstruct historical buildings. Instead
it is proposed to redesign the space into a
contemporary Public Space with various
historical elements.
-It is proposed to recreate the links
between Žydų and M.Antokolskio streets
by opening the ground floor part of the
building where the streets originally were.
This way the overall integration of the
surrounding streets would be improved.

-Clearer boundaries of Žydų and
M.Antokolskio streets should be formed,
as reccommended in the Plan of Cultural
Heritage of Vilnius.
- The project suggests not to develop
the site of the great Synagogue for other
functions but to construct a Memorial
Park instead. This way the old town would
be enriched by a quality green space.
Furthermore it is a good way to embody
the local history and create a strong
attraction point.
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structure and creates a more cozy, green public space
image. Some may have small spaces with furniture for
lunch or relaxation.
- open with densely planted young trees and stone
chippings. They are designed in places where dense,
impassable green areas could block natural pedestrian
movement. There are 3 spaces of this type in the
project. The trees would provide shade in the summer,
so it is suggested to install stationary chess or dining
tables under them.

3.3. Sustainable ecfelledological solutions
Existing Plants:

Dense plantation, forming partially separate spaces

Efforts are made to preserve as many existing plants
as possible. They are managed according to the plant
assesment given in the competition material. Only those
trees that are marked in the assessment are felled.
The aim is to preserve not only trees, but also the
existing smaller viable and healthy plants - flexible,
lilac, walnut, nesting spruces. They are transplanted to
the intended green areas, along with new plants.
It is proposed to minimally restore the former linear
plantation of small-leaved lindens. Planting new
trees only where they would not jeopardize the
historic foundations and would not interfere with the
underground infrastructure.
New Plants:
When planting new plants, it is suggested to use native
species, avoiding invasive ones. Plants are chosen which
would require minimal care at all times of the year, in
perfect harmony with each other.

An open array of young trees for activities inside

In the newly formed dense massifs, it is recommended
to use 50% of the plant species in the evergreen pine
section species in order to maintain a green and
aesthetic environment all year round. Adult plant sizes
from 0.5 m to 10 m in height.
In those parts where the linden line is partially restored,
it is suggested to plant the same type of linden.
Innovative solutions:
It is proposed to use the most innovative technologies
for plant care:
- Introduce soil quality meters to monitor plant health
and use underground irrigation system to save water.
- collect and use rainwater for irrigation of plants.

Linden trees are preserved along the historic street
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5. Scenarios of activities

5.1. Functional typologies
Vokiečių Street can be divided into 4 functional zones:
1. Zone of car traffic;
2. Zone of greenery and pocket spaces;
3. Zone of Central Alley;
4. Zone of Historical Vokiečių Street.

5.2. Zone of car traffic
This area has the entire car infrastructure: one-way
lanes in different directions, parking lots, electric car
charging stations, disabled parking spaces, terraces of
outdoor cafes.
Underground rubbish bins are also located in this area.
All logistic activities take place in courtyards or on the
carriageway.

5.3. Zone of greenery and pocket spaces
This area serves as a buffer between pedestrians and car
traffic.
It is subdivided into smaller pocket spaces for more
private, seasonal activities such as summer cafes, dining
areas, games (chess, ping pong tables) and lounges.
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5.4. Zone of Central alley
This area is the main public space for pedestrians .
It is the widest and most open space suitable for
organizing city events, concerts, fairs, weekend markets
or other activities of the city.

5.5. Zone of Historical Vokiečių Street
The boundaries of this area correspond to the building
boundaries of the historic street. It is being transformed
from a car to a pedestrian and bicycle street, greatly
expanding the spaces of outdoor cafes along the southwestern street facades.
This part of the street concentrates nightlife, cafes and
bars, as well as traffic for locals and maintenance vehicles.

5.6. Scenarios for the use of public space at
different times of the year
The proposed public space is very versatile. It is easily
adapted for both summer and winter activities.
Summer season activity scenarios:
- The spaces are perfect for various outdoor cafes.
Outdoor cafes are given much more space along the
street facades. Independent summer cafes are provided
with four zones with all the necessary communications
to equip a temporary bar / kitchen during the summer
between the green zones.
- The central pedestrian alley is suitable for fairs and
weekend markets.
- Green areas provide space for more private relaxation
and meetings.
Winter season activity scenarios:
- The central alley is suitable for the Christmas market.
- In the spaces between the green areas there is a
possibility to build winter pavilions for various activities.
-In the winter season, public spaces can be used for ice
sculptures, art installations.

Zone of Historical Vokiečių
Street
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General street illumination - existing lights

Spotlights, Concentrated lights at the main areas of the street

Difuse plant lighting

Light diagram
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